Let’s start at the top and work our way down.
Executives at the major studios were monitoring
multitudes of films, so they didn’t want all the details.
Studio management only wanted to know basic
information such as what was being filmed, the film’s
director, any major changes or modifications, and
when filming was completed.
Shown below is an Executive Production Board from
1918. This board showed the names of different
directors and the progress of their work. At a
moment’s glance it may be told how many actors are
at work, how many scenes completed, and whether
they are in the studio or out doing exteriors.
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Some executives wanted a system to keep track of the
basics that could be occasionally updated. A
production NUMBER/CODE was created to follow
through the process (because quite often titles and/or
directors would change).
Again we want to pick on Paramount as all records
seem to indicate they were the most aggressive and
most likely the ones that actually started the use of
production codes.
We want to show you a VERY RARE look at one of the
systems used by Paramount to control their projects Route Cards. Never heard of them, you say… yes,
these are that hard to find.
From the late teens until the 1970s, a simple Route
Card was issued showing what projects were in
production by the production number, title and
director. This simple card let executives see the
number assigned, the title, if the title changed, the
director, if the director changed, and when the
production was completed. The entry would then
drop off of all of the subsequent cards. This meant
filming was completed and the film moved to the
editing process.
We were able to study these cards in one binder of a
two-binder set. We reviewed Volume 2, which
covered the years 1943-1967. We have not yet been
able to acquire Volume 1 to study. But the samples
from Volume 2 show how their system worked.
Examples of these Route Cards follow. The actual
cards are printed on colored card stock, each in a
different color which made them easier to discern.
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These cards were kept in a ring binder. The ones we
have on file were issued about every two months
before and during World War II, but went to monthly
as production picked up after WWII.
Here is a closer look at a portion of a page:

Notice the first one on the October sheet is #1379 –
Incendiary Blonde – (director) Marshall. By the
December card – it’s gone. It was finished with filming
and sent to editing. Notice down the line to #1389 –
Her Heart in Her Throat (director) Allen. By December
the title had been changed to The Unseen.
Let’s look at another sample. The image on the next
page shows three of the cards for May, June and July
1948:
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On the June card (middle), the entry on the bottom
reads: 11513 – Samson and Delilah (2nd Unit) (dir.)
DeMille. Notice on the July card where the new
number 11449 shows as the production code for
Samson and Delilah with DeMille as the director.
The bottom of the July card reads: 11513 – Samson
and Delilah (2nd Unit in Morrocco) with Jester as
director; 11514 – Samson and Delilah (3rd Unit in
Studio) with Jennings as director; and 11515 –
Samson and Delilah (4th Unit - Miniature) Jennings
over that as well. These are temporary UNIT codes.
Once the filming was complete, temporary codes were
eliminated and the primary number used.
Let’s look at one more sample of two cards from May
and June of 1962.

Code #10381 has a name change from Together in
Paris to become Paris When It Sizzles. Code 10383
starts out as Pap’s Delicate Delicate Condition.
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Also note that these cards show how TV series codes
were listed in blocks. By this time, TV had become a
major part of production as well and was integrated
into the system.
Each TV episode had its own production code
number. Notice that they would allocate a block of 50
numbers at a time. When they finished that block of
50, if the show was going to continue, they would
allocate another block of 50 until the show was
cancelled. And while the Route Cards only cover the
series, we have been hard at work trying to break
down each episode as well and fill those titles in.
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